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Sorry to Disrupt the Peace Patty Yumi Cottrell 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

Publisher: McSweeney’s (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: March 2017; paperback March 2018 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Kate Johnson 
 
Rights sold: UK (And Other Stories), ANZ (Text), French (Grasset) 
 
 

+ A 2018 Whiting Award Winner 
 

+ Winner of the Barnes and Noble’s Discover Award for Fiction 2018 
+ Winner of the Independent Publisher Book Award's 

Gold Medal for First Fiction 
 
Helen Moran is thirty-two years old, single, childless, college-educated, and 
partially employed as a guardian of troubled young people in New York. 
She’s accepting a delivery from IKEA in her shared studio apartment when her uncle calls to break the 
news: Helen’s adoptive brother is dead. 
 
Helen knows what she must do, and purchases a one-way ticket to Milwaukee. There, as she searches her 
childhood home and attempts to uncover why someone would choose to die, she will face her estranged 
family, her brother’s few friends, and the overzealous grief counselor Chad Lambo; she may also discover 
what it truly means to be alive. 
 
A bleakly comic debut that’s by turns poignant, uproariously funny, and unsettling, Sorry to Disrupt the 
Peace has shades of Bernhard, Beckett and Bowles—and it announces the singular voice of Patty Yumi 
Cottrell. 
 
 

“[A] stellar debut novel ... deeply human and empathetic.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 
 

“A dark, dark comedic well, and debut novelist Cottrell tells her story with gutsy style, glowing 
sentences, and true feeling.”—Booklist 

 
“A tremendously moving act of imagination.” 

—Helen Oyeyemi, author of What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours 
 

“This book is not a diversion—it’s a lifeline.” 
—Jesse Ball, author of How to Set a Fire and Why 

 
“[Cottrell’s] voice is unflinching, unforgettable, and animated with a restless sense of humor.” 

—Catherine Lacey, author of Nobody Is Ever Missing and The Answers 
 

“[An] existential detective hunt—equal parts hilarious and heartbreaking.” —The Guardian 
 
 
About the Author: Patty Yumi Cottrell’s work has appeared in BOMB, Gulf Coast, The White Review, and 

Black Warrior Review, among other places. She lives in New York.  
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Call Me Zebra Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: March 2018 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Kate Johnson 
 
Rights sold: UK (Alma Books), Romanian (Paralela 45) 
 

+ By the Whiting Award-winning author of Fra Keeler 
+ A 2015 National Book Award “5 Under 35” Honoree 

+ Amazon Editors’ Pick for Best Books of February 2018 
+ Named a Most Anticipated Title of 2018 by Harper’s Bazaar, 

Publishers Weekly, Entertainment Weekly, Fast Company, and others 
+ Starred reviews from Kirkus and Publishers Weekly 

 
A Don Quixote–esque story of exile and pilgrimage, love and 

obsession, from an award-winning young author 
 
Zebra is the last in a line of anarchists and eccentrics. When war came to Iran, her family didn’t fight; they 
took refuge in books. Now alone and in exile after her father’s death, Zebra leaves for Barcelona, retracing 
the journey the two of them made from Iran to the United States years ago. Books are Zebra’s only 
companions as she pushes and pulls her way across the Mediterranean—using a typewriter to commune 
with dead authors. But her quest is interrupted when she forges a magnetic love affair with a man named 
Ludo, and she begins to wonder if she can break free from her obsessions, and from her past. 
 
An adventure tale, a love story, and a paean for the power of language and literature starring a heroine as 
idiosyncratic as Don Quixote and as introspective as Virginia Woolf, Call Me Zebra will establish Van der 
Vliet Oloomi as an author “on the verge of developing a whole new literature movement” (Bustle). 
 

“[A] ferociously intelligent novel ... With intricacy and humor, Oloomi relays Zebra’s brainy, 
benighted struggles as a tragicomic picaresque whose fervid logic and cerebral whimsy recall the 

work of Bolaño and Borges.” —The New York Times Book Review 
 

“This is a brilliant, demented, and bizarro book that demands and rewards all the attention a 
reader might dare to give it.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review 

 
“Splendidly eccentric … Hearken ye fellow misfits, migrants, outcasts, squint-eyed bibliophiles, 

library-haunters and book stall-stalkers: Here is a novel for you.” —The Wall Street Journal 
 

“[A] rich and delightful novel … This is a sharp and genuinely fun picaresque, employing humor and 
poignancy side-by-side to tell an original and memorable story.” 

—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 
 
Option publishers: FRA KEELER: Italian (Giulio Perrone) 
 
About the Author: Van der Vliet Oloomi is a recipient of a 2015 Whiting Writers’ Award, a National Book 

Foundation “5 Under 35” Honoree, a MacDowell Fellowship, and a Fulbright Fellowship in Fiction to 

Catalonia. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Granta, LARB Quarterly, BOMB, The Paris Review, 

Guernica, The Believer, The Brooklyn Rail, and Words without Borders. 
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Hardly Children Laura Adamczyk 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

Publisher: Farrar, Straus (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: November 2018 
Materials available: Edited manuscript 
Agent: Allison Devereux 
 
 

+ Sold in a pre-empt, in a two-book deal 
 
An eerie debut collection featuring missing parents, unrequited love, 

and other uncomfortable moments, in the vein of Catherine Lacy 
and Amelia Gray 

 
A man hangs from the ceiling of an art gallery. A woman spells out 
messages to her sister using her own hair. Children deemed “bad” are 
stolen from their homes. In Hardly Children, Laura Adamczyk’s rich and 
eccentric debut collection, familiar worlds—bars, hotel rooms, cities that 
could very well be our own—hum with uncanny dread. 
 
The characters in Hardly Children are keyed up, on the verge, full of desire. They’re lost, they’re in love with 
someone they shouldn’t be, they’re denying uncomfortable truths using sex or humor. They are children 
waking up to the threats of adulthood, and adults living with childlike abandon. 
 
With command, caution, and subtle terror, Adamczyk shapes a world where death and the possibility of 
loss always emerge. Yet the shape of this loss is never fully revealed. Instead, it looms in the periphery of 
these stories, like an uncomfortable scene viewed out of the corner of one’s eye. 
 
 
About the Author: Laura Adamczyk’s fiction has won awards from the Union League Civic & Arts 

Foundation of Chicago and has appeared in McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern, Hobart, Chicago Reader, PANK, 

Salt Hill, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, Bellevue Literary Review, Necessary Fiction, and elsewhere. Her story “Girls,” 

published in Guernica, won the 2014 Dzanc Books / Disquiet International Literary Program Award. She 

works at The A.V. Club in Chicago.  
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My Husband’s Lies Caroline England 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

Publisher: Avon (World/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: May 2018 
Materials available: Edited manuscript 
Agent: Kate Johnson 
 
 

A suspenseful new psychological drama perfect for fans of 
Lucy Clarke and Erin Kelly 

 
Do you really know your friends? 
 
On the afternoon of Nick and Lisa’s wedding, their close friend is found 
poised on a hotel window ledge, ready to jump. 
 
As the shock hits their friendship group, they soon realize that none of 
them are being as honest with themselves—or with each other—as they 
think. 
 
And there are secrets lurking that could destroy everything. 
 
Tense, disturbing and clever, My Husband’s Lies is a breath-taking read. 
 
 

“A clever, glamorous, observational, page turning read” 
—Amanda Robson, author of Obsession 

 
 “I was gripped immediately” —Katerina Diamond, author of The Teacher  

 
“With intrigue on almost every page and a cast of multi-layered, challenging 
characters, My Husband’s Lies kept me hooked from the first page until the 

last.” —Fait Bleasdale 
 

“A gripping psychological drama, My Husband’s Lies is full of jaw-dropping 
twists that will leave readers reeling.” 

—Petrina Banfield, author of The Forgotten Girl 
 
 
About the Author: Born a Yorkshire lass in the UK, Caroline studied Law at the University of Manchester 

and stayed over the border. A former divorce lawyer, Caroline began writing when she deserted the law to 

bring up her three lovely daughters. Her debut novel, Beneath the Skin, was published by Avon 

HarperCollins in October 2017. Her second novel, My Husband's Lies, will follow in May 2018.  
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The Impossible Climb Mark Synnott 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: Dutton (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: October 2018 
Materials available: Proposal; edited manuscript May 2018 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Narrative 
 
Rights sold: UK/ANZ (Allen & Unwin) 
 
 

+ Dutton’s lead Fall 2018 title 
+ Sold at auction in a six-figure deal 

+ The full story of what the New York Times called “One of the great 
athletic feats of any kind, ever” 

 
In 2017, in an unprecedented, almost unimaginable feat, Alex 

Honnold did the 3,000-foot vertical climb up El Capitan in Yosemite, 
without a rope. The Impossible Climb is his story. 

 
One slip, one false move, one missed toehold, and you're dead. Alex Honnold, the #1 free solo climber in the 
world, chose the route known as Freerider on Yosemite's El Capitan, a series of pitches so hard that it's 
newsworthy when someone free climbs it with a rope. No one had ever “free soloed” it before; only a few 
people have ever even contemplated it. That four-hour climb on June 3, 2017, was, simply, one of the boldest 
feats in human history. It was almost unbearable to watch, but Mark Synnott—Honnold’s friend, renowned 
mountaineer, and journalist—witnessed it all. That morning anchors a story that begins more than a decade 
before, a story only Mark Synnott could tell in full. 
 
Synnott weaves the globe-trotting story of his ten-year relationship with Honnold, including Honnold’s first 
season at Yosemite, when this twenty-one-year-old was recognized as a prodigy; Honnold’s first 
international climbing expedition to Borneo; and other expeditions they made to Chad and Oman—all which 
provide deep insight into the life of a professional climber. So too do Synnott's stories of his own climbing 
career, in particular his cutting-edge vertical-mile wall climb in the Karakoram.  
 
The Impossible Climb is more than an adventure story about courage that defies human boundaries. It is an 
emotional drama about friendship, respect, and trust. It is about an outdoor culture and why climbers climb; 
but ultimately, it is a story about all of us, about overcoming fear and making the most of our lives. 
 
 
About the author: Mark Synnott is a world-renowned big wall climber and alpinist. He is a 20-year 

member of The North Face “Dream Team” of professional climbers. He has written for National Geographic, 

Outside, Men's Journal, New York Magazine, Skiing, and Climbing Magazine, among many others. He has 

worked for National Geographic Television, NBC Sports, Warren Miller Entertainment, Teton Gravity 

Research, and Red Bull Media House. The Air Force recently selected him to be a lead mountaineering and 

high angle trainer of their special forces. He lives on a dead end dirt road on the side of a mountain in New 

Hampshire with his wife and four children. The Impossible Climb is his first book. 
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Dapper by Day: A Memoir Dapper Dan 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: Random House (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK 
Publication date: Fall 2019 
Materials available: Proposal; edited manuscript September 2018 
Agent: Allison Devereux 
Category: Memoir 
 
 

+ Film rights optioned by Sony 
 

+ Sold at auction in a six-figure deal 
+ Foreword by Solange Knowles, sister of Beyoncé 

+ Author profiled in The New Yorker, The New York Times, GQ, and 
other major publications 

+ Author collaborating with Gucci in a major brand campaign 
 
Dapper by Day is the until-now untold story of the most influential name in hip hop and street fashion. In the 
early 1980s, Dapper Dan pioneered high-end streetwear from his small Harlem boutique, remixing classic 
luxury-brand logos into his own flamboyant designs. He first attracted powerful New York City hustlers and 
eventually outfitted major celebrities, such as LL Cool J, P. Diddy, Mike Tyson, Aaliyah, and Jay Z, in looks that 
went on to define an era. 
 
Dapper by Day won’t merely chronicle the halcyon days of his shop; it will weave a high-stakes coming-of-age 
story spanning over 70 years and set against the backdrop of an evolving Harlem. Leading readers through 
Dap’s impoverished childhood in the Harlem tenements; through the ranks of a secret gambling society; 
through Africa in search of spiritual and cultural enlightenment; through the triumphant rise and 
heartbreaking fall of his boutique; and through the 25 years he spent “underground” after his shop was 
forced to shut down, Dapper by Day will explore Dap’s quest for self-identity alongside his struggle to escape 
the traps of poverty, crime, and oppression. 
 
In the tradition of Margot Lee Shetterly’s blockbuster Hidden Figures and Claude Brown’s classic Harlem 
memoir Man Child in the Promised Land (over 2 million copies in print, and translated into 14 languages), 
Dapper by Day will tell the cinematic, as-yet-untold life story of a visionary outsider artist who defied cultural 
barriers to become a hip-hop and fashion legend. 
 
 

“The original auteur of gangster chic … He is the personification of one of America's most famous 
(and notorious) neighborhoods, combining the elegance and swagger—the deep sense of history 

and the energetic hustle—that is Harlem.”—GQ 
 

“The Harlem haberdasher who pioneered hip-hop fashion and luxury-brand swag.” 
—The New Yorker 

 
 
About the author: Daniel “Dapper Dan” Day was born in Harlem in 1944. With his eponymous store on 
125th Street, he pioneered streetwear in the early 1980s. He has been featured on platforms including The 
New York Times, Elle, Vogue, W, Vanity Fair, The New Yorker, CNN, Netflix, and many more. His works have 
been or will be on display at The Smithsonian, the MET, and MoMA. 
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Dreaming in Turtle: 

A Journey Through the Passion, Profit, and Peril 
of Our Most Coveted Prehistoric Creatures Peter Laufer 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: St. Martin’s Press (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK 
Publication date: November 2018 
Materials available: Edited manuscript 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Science 
 

+ Foreword by Sir Richard Branson 
+ Optioned by Discovery Channel 

 
In the vein of Sy Montgomery and Elizabeth Kolbert comes a 

fascinating exploration into the world of turtles across the globe; 
Laufer charts the lore, love, and peril of a beloved species. 

 
Dreaming in Turtle is a compelling story of a stalwart animal prized from 
prehistory—an animal threatened by human greed, pragmatism, and 
rationalization. 
 
It stars turtles and shady and heroic human characters both, in settings ranging from luxury redoubts to 
degraded habitats, during a time when the confluence of easy global trade, limited supply, and 
inexhaustible demand has accelerated the stress on species. 
 
The growth of the middle class in high-population regions like China, where the turtle is particularly 
valued, feeds the perfect storm into which the turtle finds itself lashed. This is a tale not just of endangered 
turtles but also one of overall human failings, frailties, and vulnerabilities—all punctuated by optimistic 
hope for change fueled by dedicated turtle champions. 
 
 

“A masterpiece of nature writing.” —Craig Stanford, author of The Last Tortoise 
 

“Alternately poignant and funny, Dreaming in Turtle deftly explores the complexities underlying 
our relationships with other species generally.” 

—Hal Herzog, author of Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat 
 

“Dreaming in Turtle is a globalized paean to the turtle in all its forms―well researched, compellingly 
written, and deeply moving.” 

—Eric Benjaminson, former U.S. Ambassador to Gabon and to Sao Tome & Principe 
 
 

About the author: Journalist Peter Laufer is the James Wallace Chair Professor in Journalism at the 

University of Oregon School of Journalism and Communication. 
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The Heart: A Natural History Bill Schutt 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: Algonquin (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: Spring 2020 
Materials available: Proposal; manuscript September 2019 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Science 
 
 

+ Author of four critically acclaimed books, including the NY Times 
Editors’ Choice and Amazon Best Book of the Year Cannibalism 

 
In his follow-up to the critically acclaimed Cannibalism: A Perfectly 

Natural History, zoologist Bill Schutt takes readers on an entertaining 
scientific journey through a topic with universal interest—the heart. 
 
In the spirit of Mary Roach’s New York Times bestselling Gulp, Bill Schutt’s 
The Heart: A Natural History presents an eye-opening and wide-ranging 
examination of one of our most complex organs. Filled with science, history, 
culture, and even humor, The Heart explores the biological and medical 
science and the natural and cultural histories of the heart in a conversational 
and accessible style. Readers will learn the surprising ways that animal 
hearts function, and what they teach us about our own human hearts. They 
will also gain a new appreciation for the vital role the heart plays in the 
natural and human world—as both the engine that drives the circulatory 
system and the mysterious organ perceived as the ephemeral source of love 
and the soul. 
 

“A clear-headed, sometimes humorous, sometimes tragic—and always 
fascinating—compendium of one of Western culture s strongest taboos.” 

—Cat Warren, NY Times bestselling author of 
What the Dog Knows (on Cannibalism) 

 
“If you're hungry for a fun, absorbing read about which animals eat 

their own kind and why, read this book.” —Virginia Morell, NY Times 
bestselling author of Animal Wise (on Cannibalism) 

 
“A fascinating exploration of a normally taboo subject.” 

—Harvard Magazine (on Cannibalism) 
 
 
About the author: Bill Schutt is a vertebrate zoologist, professor of biology, and author. His latest non-
fiction book Cannibalism: A Perfectly Natural History examines the phenomenon of cannibalism in nature 
and among humans. With great reviews from The New York Times (Editor's Choice), Boston Globe, 
Publisher's Weekly, Scientific American, and The New Yorker, Cannibalism was named a Best Book of the 
Year by Amazon and was a Goodreads Choice Awards finalist. 
 
Option publishers: CANNIBALISM: UK (Profile), Japanese (Ohta), Czech (Academia), Estonian 
(Ajakirjade). HELL’S GATE: Dutch (Karakter). 
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A Sidecar Named Desire:  Greg Clarke & 
Great Writers and the Booze That Stirred Them Monte Beauchamp 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
Publisher: Dey Street (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: October 2018 
Materials available: Proposal; edited manuscript July 2018 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Illustrated history 
 
 

+ Sold at auction 
 

A rollicking illustrated history of alcohol and its literary imbibers, 
from Jane Austen’s beer brewing to James Joyce’s passion for 

Guinness to E. B. White’s cure for writers’ block—a dry martini—by 
celebrated illustrator Greg Clarke and award-winning 

editor/art director Monte Beauchamp. 
 
“Civilization begins with distillation.” —William Faulkner 
 
“Bourbon does for me what the piece of cake did for Proust.” —Walker Percy 
 
“God has a brown voice, full and soft as beer.” —Anne Sexton 
 
Throughout history, there has been no greater catalyst for creativity among writers—so they claim—than a 
good, stiff drink. From Aristophanes’ attraction to wine, to Dostoevsky’s breakfast of grain vodka and 
brown bread, to Joan Didion’s fondness for gin, stories abound of how booze has fueled and inspired our 
literary icons. 
 
In this graphic volume, cartoonist Greg Clarke and comics anthologist Monte Beauchamp take us on an 
unforgettable literary bar crawl. A Sidecar Named Desire is packed with historical factoids, anecdotes, booze 
trivia, and fascinating detours into the lives of our most storied literary personalities—along with literary-
themed cocktail recipes such as Ernest Hemingway’s Death in the Afternoon and Philip Larkin’s Gin and 
Tonic set to verse. 
 
For the literary-minded drinker—whether wine, gin, vodka, beer, whiskey, or tequila is your elixir of 
choice—A Sidecar Named Desire will whet your appetite. Bottoms up! 
 

About the authors: 
Greg Clarke’s work has appeared in numerous publications including 
Rolling Stone, Time, The Atlantic, Mother Jones, Real Simple, and The New 
Yorker. A consistent presence in such awards annuals as American 
Illustration and Communication Arts, he is also the recipient of three silver 
medals from the New York Society of Illustrators. 
 
Monte Beauchamp is an art director and graphic designer whose books 
include Masterful Marks: Cartoonists Who Changed the World, The Life & 
Times of R. Crumb, Striking Images: Vintage Matchbook Cover Art, New & 
Used BLAB!, and Krampus: The Devil of Christmas. In 2012, Beauchamp was 
awarded the Society of Illustrators’ prestigious Richard Gangel Art Director 
Award. 
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How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t with Your Kids Carla Naumburg 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: Workman (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: Summer 2019 
Materials available: Proposal; edited manuscript December 2018 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Parenting 
 
Rights sold: UK/ANZ (Yellow Kite) 
 
 

+ Sold at auction 
 

A hilarious and helpful new parenting manual from a clinical social 
worker and expert parenting coach. 

 
In How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t with Your Kids, Dr. Carla Naumburg walks 
us through very common experiences that lead to parental meltdowns and 
offers techniques to respond more intentionally to our kids—in turn making us happier, more productive, 
and more in control of all aspects of our lives. 
 
Guiding readers in a witty, disarming style, Naumburg assures other meltdown-prone parents that they’re 
far from being alone. She encourages readers to forgive themselves for their lapses—a child won’t be 
scarred forever by an occasional parental meltdown—but it goes without saying that losing one’s sh*t isn’t 
an effective way to elicit positive results with one’s child. It strains parent-child relationships, instills doubt 
in our parenting skills, and prevents us from being the kinds of parents we want to be for our kids. But 
there are simple steps we can practice to reduce the chances of adult meltdowns occurring in the future. 
 
With its irreverent, empathetic, and approachable tone, How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t with Your Kids strikes 
the perfect balance of humor, encouragement, and advice for parents—much of which borrows from 
mindfulness—to make these parenting techniques accessible to a sizable audience. 
 
 

“Dr. Naumburg has a ‘been there, done that’ way of communicating that left me wanting to make 
some positive changes in my life.” —Jill Smokler, NY Times bestselling author of Confessions of a 

Scary Mommy (on Naumburg’s Parenting in the Present Moment) 
 

“Full of wise, playful, and effective strategies ... if every parent picked up this book, we’d have a lot 
happier families.” —Dr. Elisha Goldstein, author of Uncovering Happiness (on Naumburg’s 

Ready, Set, Breath) 
 
 
About the author: Carla Naumburg, PhD, is writer, speaker, and clinical social worker. She is the author of 
Ready, Set, Breathe (New Harbinger, 2015) and Parenting in the Present Moment: How to Stay Focused on 
What Really Matters (Parallax, 2014). Her writing has appeared in The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, The Huffington Post, and Mindful Magazine, among other places. Carla is a sought-after public speaker, 
and she coaches overwhelmed parents on how to make parenting less stressful and more fun. 
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When I Was White Sarah Valentine 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: St. Martin’s Press (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: Spring 2019 
Materials available: Proposal; edited manuscript August 2018 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Memoir 
 

+ Sold at auction 
 

A compelling memoir about race, family secrets, and belonging, in 
the vein of and Bliss Broyard’s One Drop and 

Tara Westover’s Educated 
 
Sarah Valentine was born into a white family, taught to be proud of her 
Italian roots on her mother’s side, her hard-scrabble Irish roots on her 
father’s side. Raised in a non-diverse suburban community with two 
younger brothers and all white friends, she had the trappings of a 1980s 
white, middle-class American life.   
  
But what was plain for everyone to see was that Sarah did not look the same as her family. Strangers 
assumed she was African American and asked if she was adopted, but her difference was never 
acknowledged by those she knew. Because she was raised as white by her family, shown pictures of her dad 
holding her in the maternity ward, and regaled with the family’s history, she accepted her whiteness 
without question. Only very deep down, in a secret, painful place, did she register there was a hidden 
explanation. It wasn’t until she was in her mid-20s that she finally gathered the courage to confront her 
mother, who at long last told her the truth about her paternal origin. But was it the full truth?   
  
When I Was White unfolds as a before-and-after tale, chronicling Valentine’s growing up under the 
protective mantle of a white identity, and then struggling to come to terms with what it means to be 
black—all while seeking her biological father, dealing with her mother’s deception, accounting for 
everyone else’s complicity, and reconciling her own past role in a racist society. 
 
When I Was White is a story about family betrayal and forgiveness; self-discovery and reinvention; 
belonging and seeking to belong. It’s a story about the fictions we are told and the fictions we tell ourselves. 
It is about the cost of erasure and the cost of truth.  
  
  
About the author: Sarah Valentine is a poet, writer, translator and academic. Her first book of translations, 
Into the Snow: Selected Poems of Gennady Aygi (Wave Books, 2011), is a collection of poems translated from 
the Russian-language poetry of Chuvash poet Gennady Aygi (1934-2006). Her work has appeared in 
literary and peer-reviewed journals such as The Journal of Higher Education, Callaloo, Catch Up, Zoland, and 
Slavic and East European Journal and Poetics: An Empirical Journal of Culture. She received a PhD in Russian 
Literature from Princeton University and was a Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in the Humanities at UCLA. 
Valentine lives in Los Angeles where she teaches Russian and Comparative Literature at the University of 
California, Riverside. 
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House of Secrets: 
The Many Lives of a Florentine Palazzo Allison Levy 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: I.B. Tauris (World/English) 
Rights available: Translation, Film/TV 
Publication date: January 2019 
Materials available: Edited manuscript 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: Memoir/History 
 
 

A riveting story weaving together memoir, biography of place, and 
true crime mystery 

 
When Italian Renaissance professor Allison Levy takes up residency in the 
palazzo of her scholarly dreams—the Alberti-designed Palazzo Rucellai in 
Florence—she finds herself inhabiting a life befitting of her new home. 
Instead of working she spends her time researching at libraries and 
wandering through the rooms of Palazzo Rucellai seeking to uncover its 
secrets.  
 
As Levy unearths the many stories of the generations that have lived behind Palazzo Rucellai’s celebrated 
exterior, she discovers the palace has been witness to weddings, suicide, orgies, and even a recent murder. 
As she becomes increasingly obsessed with understanding the truth behind the murder, and loses herself in 
a consuming affair with a mercurial Florentine nobleman, she is forced to acknowledge façades of her own 
making. Ultimately, she must discover why she has been building these structures around herself—and 
how she will finally dismantle them.   
  
Intertwining Allison’s own personal narrative of exploration with layers of history of Palazzo Rucellai and 
its inhabitants, House of Secrets presents a colorful history not only of the Palazzo but of the iconic city of 
Florence, from the Renaissance until today. It will appeal to a broad variety of readers, from Italophiles and 
art history buffs to readers of escapist memoir, travel journeys, and literary true crime.  
 
With a deep knowledge of Italian culture and Florentine Renaissance history, and a compelling, intimate 
style, Levy’s House of Secrets takes us behind the façade of the iconic Palazzo and explores the many ways 
memory, identity, and history shape one another. 
 
 
About the author: Allison Levy is Digital Scholarship Editor at Brown University. An art historian 
specializing in the visual culture of early modern Italy, she is also General Editor of the book series Visual 
and Material Culture, 1300-1700 published by Amsterdam University Press. 
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The Medieval Disruptors: 
How Vikings Became the Gangsters, Dreamers, 
and Restless Explorers of Their Time Heather Pringle 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: National Geographic Books (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: Spring 2020 
Materials available: Proposal; manuscript May 2019 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
Category: History 
 
 

In her distinctive narrative style, award-winning writer and 
archeologist Heather Pringle resurrects the Vikings in 

The Medieval Disruptors 
 
With a focus on recently unveiled, surprising new knowledge about the 
rich, dramatic culture of the Vikings, The Medieval Disruptors is at the 
forefront of archeological and historical research.   
 
The book examines the Vikings’ penchant for exploration and how they became the first Europeans in the 
New World. It outlines their remarkable and terrible transformation from peasant farmers to ferocious 
raiders, who exploited human slaves to build invasion fleets and warbands that terrorized Europe and 
commandeered a sizable portion of its economy. 
 
A culture rich in contradictions, along with the terrible came surprising progressiveness; the Vikings 
formed the first parliament in Europe and championed women’s property rights. As recently discovered, 
their most fearsome warriors were not just men but also women.   
 
The New York Times Book Review calls Pringle “a crack-shot storyteller” and in The Medieval Disruptors her 
gifts for bringing worlds we only know through archeology to life on the page are on full display.    
 
 
“Clear, direct and intense . . . Pringle is a crack-shot storyteller.” —The New York Times Book Review 

on The Mummy Congress 
 
 
About the author: Heather Pringle is an award-winning science writer who specializes in archaeology. Her 
previous books include The Mummy Congress: Science, Obsession, and the Everlasting Dead and The Master 
Plan: Himmler's Scholars and the Holocaust. She is a contributing editor at Hakai, and she freelances for 
National Geographic. 
 
Option publishers: THE MUMMY CONGRESS: Dutch (Uitgeverij Luitingh), French (JC Lattes), German 
(Droemersche), Italian (Edizioni Piemme), Japanese (Hayakawa), Korean (KCC), Portuguese/Brazil 
(Ediouru Publicaçowa), Spanish (Grijalbo Mondadori). THE MASTER PLAN: Finnish (Bazar), French 
(Bussiére Group), Hebrew (Ivrit), Italian (Lindau), Norwegian (Bazar), Polish (Zysk), Spanish 
(Debate/Random House Mondadori), Swedish (Historiskia Media). 
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Agnes Martin: Painter, Pioneer, Icon Henry Martin 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: National Geographic Books (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: March 2018 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Kate Johnson 
Category: Biography 
 
 

An intimate and revealing biography of Agnes Martin, considered 
one of the great women artists of the 20th and 21st Centuries 

 
A resident of both New Mexico and New York City, Martin has always 
remained an enigma due to her fiercely guarded private life. In Agnes 
Martin: Pioneer, Painter, Icon, award-winning writer and art scholar Henry 
Martin gives us a full portrait of this universally revered artist. Readers 
will learn of her bouts with mental illness, her several significant lesbian 
relationships, and her lifelong yearning for recognition despite her reclusive lifestyle and need for privacy. 
Arriving in the wake of major international retrospective exhibitions of her work from London’s Tate 
Modern, LACMA in Los Angeles, and the Guggenheim in New York City, this book provides a perspective of 
Agnes Martin that has not been seen in earlier, more academic works or fine-art monographs. 
 
Certain to be a mainstay for readers of the arts, and admirers of the creative spirit, this book also includes 
rare photographs from Martin’s family and friends, many of which have never appeared in a book before. 
 
 
“In this satisfactory biography, poet Martin traces the life of pioneering painter Agnes Martin from a 

tomboyish introvert growing up in rural Saskatchewan Canada in the 1920s to a world-renowned 
abstract expressionist.” —Publishers Weekly 

 
 “No other book on Agnes Martin has been researched as thoroughly and honestly as Agnes Martin: 

Pioneer, Painter, Icon. Its sensitive and poetic nature makes it a must read for those truly interested 
in understanding the artist.” —Jina Brenneman, Curator, “Agnes Martin: Before The Grid,” Harwood 

Museum, 2012 
 

“Rich, clear, detailed, and wide-ranging, I enjoyed Agnes Martin: Pioneer, Painter, Icon greatly.” 
—Lee Hall, author of Betty Parsons: Artist, Dealer, Collector 

 
 
About the author: Henry Martin (no relation to the artist) is an award-winning writer who has worked at 
Phaidon Press and Head of Zeus Books. His fiction has been published in Mexico and the UK, and his poetry 
has been published in Ireland, England, and the USA. He is the narrator of the forthcoming documentary 
Agnes Martin: Before the Grid. Henry has written on art history for Phaidon.com and SohoHouse Magazine, 
and on Agnes Martin’s film work for Taos Magazine. 
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Damsel Elana K. Arnold 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Publisher: HarperCollins, Balzer + Bray (World/English) 
Rights available: Translation 
Publication date: October 2018 
Materials available: Copyedited manuscript 
Agent: Rubin Pfeffer Content 
 
 

+ From a National Book Award Finalist 
+ YA Fantasy dealing with contemporary feminist issues 

 
The rite has existed for as long as anyone can remember: when the king 
dies, his son the prince must venture out into the gray lands, slay a fierce 
dragon, and rescue a damsel to be his bride. This is the way things have 
always been. 
 
When Ama wakes in the arms of Prince Emory, she knows none of this. She 
has no memory of what came before she was captured by the dragon or 
what horrors she faced in its lair. She knows only this handsome prince, the 
story he tells of her rescue, and her destiny of sitting on a throne beside him. 
It’s all like a dream, like something from a fairy tale.  
 
As Ama follows Emory to the kingdom of Harding, however, she discovers that not all is as it seems. There 
is more to the legends of the dragons and the damsels than anyone knows—and the greatest threats are 
not behind her, but around her, and closing in. 
 
Though set long ago and far away, Damsel is truly a tale about the obstacles that modern-day “damsels” 
must navigate: gaslighting, mansplaining, patriarchal injustice, and rape culture. 
 
Damsel is powerful because, like the best fairy tales, it tells the truth about our own darkest parts. 
 
 
“Arnold interweaves myriad landscapes . . . into a narrative wholeness that is greater than its parts. 

Unflinchingly candid, unapologetically girl, and devastatingly vital.” 
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review (on What Girls are Made Of) 

 
“Smart, true, and devastating.” —Booklist (on What Girls are Made Of) 

 
 
About the author: Elana K. Arnold is the author of picture books, middle grade novels, and books for teens, 
including the National Book Award Finalist What Girls Are Made Of. She lives in Huntington Beach, 
California, with her husband, two children, and a menagerie of animals. You can find her online at 
www.elanakarnold.com. 
 
Option publishers: WHAT GIRLS ARE MADE OF: UK (Andersen Press), World Spanish (Planeta Mexico), 
Greek (Patakis), Indonesian (Noura), Norwegian (Kagge). A BOY CALLED BAT: German (Carlsen). 
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West Edith Pattou 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Children’s (World/English) 
Rights available: Translation 
Publication date: October 2018 
Materials available: Copyedited manuscript 
Agent: Rubin Pfeffer Content 
  

+ Over 100,000 copies of East in print 
  

+ Much-anticipated companion novel to the multi-awarded, 
bestselling YA fantasy novel East 

+ A New York Times bestselling author  

+ East was: a Junior Library Guild Selection; an ALA Notable Book; an 
ALA Top Ten Best Book for Young Readers; Ohioana Book Award 

Winner; a School Library Journal Best Book of the Year 

+HMH reissuing East with a gorgeous new cover 

 
 

From the author of the beloved high fantasy East, a thrilling tale of 
true love, magic, adventure, and revenge 

 
When Rose first met Charles, he was trapped in the form of a white bear. To 
rescue him, Rose traveled to the land that lay east of the sun and west of the moon 
to defeat the evil Troll Queen. Now Rose has found her happily-ever-after with 
Charles—until a sudden storm destroys his ship and he is presumed dead. But 
Rose doesn’t believe the shipwreck was an act of nature, nor does she believe 
Charles is truly dead. Something much more sinister is at work. With mysterious 
and unstoppable forces threatening the lives of the people she loves, Rose must 
once again set off on a perilous journey. And this time, the fate of the entire world 
is at stake. 
 

“A rich tapestry that will resonate with readers of books such as Robin 
McKinley's renderings of Beauty and the Beast ... What ensues is the stuff 

of epic tale telling, replete with high drama and compelling 
characterizations.” —Booklist, Starred Review (for East) 

 
“Pattou's writing pitches readers gracefully between myth and fantasy, 

inviting [readers] to explore the frozen world of questing that she has so 
vividly created.” —School Library Journal, Starred Review (for East) 

 
 

About the author: Edith Pattou is the author of East, an ALA Notable Book; Fire Arrow, a Booklist Top Ten 
Fantasy Novel of the Year; and the New York Times bestselling picture book Mrs. Spitzer's Garden. She lives 
in Columbus, Ohio.   

 
Option publishers: EAST: Hungarian (Gabo); Italian (Rizzoli); Russian (A-Team). 
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Given to the Earth 
(sequel to Given to the Sea) Mindy McGinnis 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
Publisher: Putnam Children’s (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: April 2018 (Book 2); April 2017 (Book 1) 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Adriann Ranta 
 
Rights sold: Given to the Sea: Turkish (Pegasus) 
 

+ From the Edgar Award–winning author of A Madness So Discreet 
+ Author nominated for an Anthony Award 

 
Duty, fate, desire, and destiny collide in this intricately wrought tale, 

perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas. 
 
Although she was born to save the kingdom by sacrificing herself to the 
rising sea, Khosa's marriage to King Vincent has redeemed her. As the 
Queen of Stille, she's untouchable. But being Queen hasn't stopped her 
heart from longing for the King's stepbrother, Donil. And it hasn't stopped 
her body from longing for the sea itself, which still calls for her. 
 
While Khosa is made to choose between loyalty and love, Dara is on a mission for 
vengeance. Years ago, the Pietra slaughtered the entire Indiri race, leaving only 
Dara and her twin, Donil, alive. Now, spurned by King Vincent, Dara has embarked 
on a mission to spill the blood of Pietra's leader, Witt, and will stop at nothing to 
show his people the wrath of the last Indiri. 
 
As the waves crash ever closer to Stille, secrets are revealed, hearts are won and 
lost, and allegiances change like the shifting sand. 
 

“Riveting . . . fantasy fans will eagerly await the next title in the series.”  
—Booklist (on Given to the Sea) 

 
“Deftly drawn . . . This well-paced, thoughtful story will have readers eager 

for the sequel.” —Kirkus Reviews (on Given to the Sea)  
 
About the author: Mindy McGinnis is an Edgar Award-winning author and assistant teen librarian who 
lives in Ohio. She graduated from Otterbein University with a degree in English Literature and Religion. 
 
Option publishers: FEMALE OF THE SPECIES: Portuguese/Brazil (V&R), Turkish (Pegasus), Complex 
Chinese (Faces). A MADNESS SO DISCREET: Portuguese/Brazil (V&R), Polish (Kobiece), Turkish 
(Pegasus), Vietnamese (Bachviet). 
 
Backlist: 

NOT A DROP TO 
DRINK 
Two-book series 
HarperCollins, 2013  

A MADNESS SO DISCREET 
HarperCollins, 2015  
Rights contact: 
MacKenzie Wolf 
 

FEMALE OF THE SPECIES 

HarperCollins, 2016 
Rights contact: 

MacKenzie Wolf 
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One Dark Throne 
(sequel to Three Dark Crowns) Kendare Blake 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
Publisher: Harper Teen (North America/English) 
Rights available: Translation 
Publication date: September 2017 (Book 2); September 2016 (Book 1) 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Adriann Ranta  
 
Rights sold: U.K./ANZ (Macmillan), Chinese/complex (Faces), 
Chinese/simplified (Winshare), Czech (Albatros), German (Blanvalet), 
Hebrew (Rimonim), Hungarian (Geopen), Indonesian (Puspa Swara), 
Italian (Newton Compton), Persian (Behdad Iran), Polish (Otwarte), 
Portuguese/Brazil (Globo), Portuguese/Portugal (Porto Editora), 
Romanian (Corint), Russian (Eksmo), Serbian (Publik Praktikum), 
Slovak (Albatros), Turkish (Pegasus), World Spanish (Nuevo Extremo) 
 
 

+ A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 
 

+ One of Amazon’s Most Anticipated Children’s Titles of Fall 
+ Rights sold in 19 territories 

 
The battle for the crown has begun, 

but which of the three sisters will prevail? 
 
With the unforgettable events of the Quickening behind them and the Ascension 
Year underway, all bets are off. Katharine, once the weak and feeble sister, is 
stronger than ever before. Arsinoe, after discovering the truth about her powers, 
must figure out how to make her secret talent work in her favor without anyone 
finding out. And Mirabella, once thought to be the strongest sister of all and the 
certain Queen Crowned, faces attacks like never before—ones that put those 
around her in danger she can’t seem to prevent. 
 
In this enthralling sequel to Kendare Blake’s New York Times bestselling Three 
Dark Crowns, Fennbirn’s deadliest queens must face the one thing standing in 
their way of the crown: each other. 

 
 

“Achingly gorgeous and gruesomely fascinating.”—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review 
 

“With wonderfully drawn characters and a lethal, unpredictable plot, this follow-up will leave readers 
breathless as the queens’ fates unfold.” —Booklist 

 
“New exciting heights with a driving plot. Dark indeed, and exploring themes of loyalty, this is a 

thrilling sequel with everything from action to romance to entice readers. A strong purchase for YA 
fantasy shelves.” —School Library Journal 

 
 
About the author: Kendare Blake holds an M.A. in creative writing from Middlesex University in northern 

London. She lives and writes in Washington.  
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How to Sell Your Family to the Aliens Paul Noth 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Publisher: Bloomsbury Children’s (North America/English)  
Rights available: Translation, UK, Film/TV 
Publication date: April 2018 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Gillian MacKenzie 
 
Rights sold: Italian (Hot Spot), Romanian (Editura Art), Turkish 
(Epsilon) 
 

+ Book Two, How to Properly Dispose of Planet Earth, 
coming soon! 

 
An out-of-this-world funny first book in a madcap, illustrated 

middle-grade adventure series from New Yorker cartoonist Paul Noth 
 
Happy Conklin Jr. is the only 10-year-old who has to shave three times a 
day. Hap's dad is a brilliant inventor of screwball products, and being a 
Conklin kid means sometimes being experimented on. So Hap has his 
beard, and his five sisters each have their own unique—and often 
problematic—qualities too. And although Hap's dad has made a fortune with 
his wacky inventions sold via nonstop TV infomercials, all of that money has 
gone to Hap's tyrannical Grandma. While she lives in an enormous mansion, 
the rest of the family lives in two rooms in the basement. 
 
All Hap has ever wanted is to have a normal life, so when he sees a chance to get rid of Grandma, he takes it! 
He only means to swap out Grandma, but when he—oops!—sells his whole family to the aliens, he wants 
nothing more than to get them back. He just has to figure out . . . how? 

 
 

“Strange and original with just the right amount of juvenile humor, this story features odd and 
endearing characters and a wonderfully weird plot.” —School Library Journal 

 
“Pitch perfect for middle- graders . . . Fans of Allen’s Gabby Duran and the Unsittables will find a 

similar combination of warmth and weirdness here.” —BCCB 
 

“Readers will be likewise amused by the random twists, silly inventions, and frequent spot drawings 
and sequential panels.” —Booklist 

 
“Engaging, original and laugh-out-loud funny.” —Jim Gaffigan, comedian and bestselling author 

 
“Funny, fizzing, and forever keeping you on your toes … Totally original and totally unputdownable.” 

—Mo O’Hara, NY Times bestselling author of the My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish series 
 

“Hilarious and extremely helpful.” —Andy Borowitz, creator of the Borowitz Report 
 
 

About the Author: Paul Noth's cartoons have appeared regularly in The New Yorker since 2004. He has 
created short animated films for Late Night with Conan O'Brien and been an animation consultant for 
Saturday Night Live. 
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A Boy Called Bat (Book 1) 
Bat and the Waiting Game (Book 2) 
(The Bat Chronicles middle-grade series) Elana K. Arnold 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Publisher: Harper Children’s (World/English) 
Rights available: Translation 
Publication date: March 2017 (Book 1); March 2018 (Book 2) 
Materials available: Finished copies 
Agent: Rubin Pfeffer Content 
 
Rights sold: German (Carlsen) 
 
 

+ From a National Book Award finalist  
+ A Washington Post KidsPost Summer Book Club selection 

+ A Junior Library Guild Selection 
+ Featuring a protagonist on the autism spectrum  

 
From National Book Award–finalist Elana K. Arnold and with illustrations by 
Charles Santoso, The Bat Chronicles is a funny, heartfelt, and irresistible 
young middle grade series in the tradition of Clementine and Ramona 
Quimby.  
 
 

“Engaging and insightful  … With empathy and humor, Arnold delves 
into Bat’s relationships with his divorced parents, older sister, 
teachers, and classmates.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 

 
“Readers will appreciate this funny and thoughtful novel.” 

—School Library Journal 
 

“Comfortably familiar and quietly groundbreaking, this introduction to 
Bat should charm readers, who will likely look forward to more 

opportunities to explore life from Bat’s particular point of view.”  
—Kirkus Reviews 

 
“Brimming with quietly tender moments, subtle humor, and 

authentically rendered family dynamics, Arnold’s story, the first in a 
new series, offers a nonprescriptive and deeply heartfelt glimpse into 

the life of a boy on the autism spectrum.” —Booklist 
 

 
About the author: Elana K. Arnold is the author of picture books, middle grade novels, and books for teens, 
including the National Book Award Finalist What Girls Are Made Of. She lives in Huntington Beach, California, 
with her husband, two children, and a menagerie of animals. 
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